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EXPERIENCE THE E-CLASS COUPÉ AND CABRIOLET IN GLORIOUS HD.

With the Mercedes-Benz brochure app for the iPad® and with the Digital Owner’s Manual from 
“Mercedes-Benz Guides” for the iPhone®. Both apps feature a wealth of films and additional content 
and are available free of charge from the iTunes Store ®. 

In Saloon and Estate guise, the E-Class has raised the bar with its intelligence, making the road a safer and 
more comfortable place to be. But that was just the beginning. The Coupé and the new Cabriolet transform 
grey tarmac into breathtakingly sensual experiences. Lower the windows, open the fabric acoustic soft top – 
and let your senses come alive.

A road is just as beautiful  
as the world that surrounds it.



The illustrations may show accessories and optional extras which are not part of the 
standard specification.

Fascination:

2 | Mercedes-Benz E-Class Cabriolet E 400 4MATIC 
selenite grey metallic
AMG Line design and equipment line, AMG multi-spoke 
light-alloy wheels painted titanium grey with a high-sheen 
finish, black soft top, nappa leather upholstery in classic 
red/black, crystal-grain aluminium trim/centre console in 
black piano-lacquer look

10 | Mercedes-Benz E-Class Cabriolet E 400 4MATIC 
25th Anniversary Edition, rubellite red metallic
AVANTGARDE design and equipment line, 5-twin-spoke 
light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey with a high-sheen 
finish, dark red soft top, designo nappa leather upholstery 
in macchiato beige/tizian red, open-pore light brown elm 
wood trim

20 | Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupé E 400 4MATIC
designo diamond white bright
AMG Line design and equipment line, Night package, AMG 
multi-spoke light-alloy wheels painted high-gloss black 
with a high-sheen finish, nappa leather upholstery in deep 
white/black, metal-structure trim/centre console in black 
piano-lacquer look, panoramic sliding sunroof

28 | Mercedes-Benz E-Class Coupé E 400 4MATIC  
obsidian black metallic
AVANTGARDE design and equipment line, 10-spoke 
light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey with a high-sheen 
finish, nappa leather upholstery in macchiato beige/
espresso brown, open-pore light brown elm wood trim, 
panoramic sliding sunroof
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This Mercedes needs just 20 seconds to seduce you. That’s how quickly the soft top opens. 
That’s how quickly you and your senses succumb to the inevitable. At this moment,  
all you want to do is share the moment. That’s why the new E-Class Cabriolet offers four 
fully-fledged seats with plenty of free space and unrivalled comfort.

The new E-Class Cabriolet.  
A revelation.
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The best way to describe the design of the new E-Class Cabriolet is to tell you what we’ve left out: 
firstly, there’s no fixed roof – which lends the car a timelessly elegant look. And the silhouette an 
even lighter and longer appearance. What a view! The eyes are drawn inexorably along puristic 
surfaces with forms reminiscent of a sculpture. With breathtakingly sensual and clean lines.

The fine art of doing without.



And there’s no better reason than the roof itself. The fabric acoustic soft top is a real head-turner 
which deserves to be on show and blends in seamlessly with the sporty, elegant silhouette.  
The design reaches an impressive conclusion in the shape of the dynamically flush LED tail lamps 
with a crystal look, which emphasise the mesmerising character of this unique cabriolet. 

You need a good reason  
to close the roof.
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The best thing about this moment 
is that you can share it.
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The new E-Class Cabriolet is a generous invitation for up to four adults: dive in, let go. Exclusive 
design details such as the unique air vents that look like turbines and the optional open-pore wood 
trim – in light brown elm or black ash, for example – embrace the occupants. This wrap-around 
effect creates a unique feeling of comfort.
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A roof that exercises quiet restraint.
The fully automatic fabric acoustic soft top controls itself elegantly, blending in seamlessly with the coupé silhouette.  
It makes the new E-Class Cabriolet not only one of the most sensual, but also one of the quietest cars in its class.  
This quiet operation marks the start of true all-year-round enjoyment, made complete by options such as AIRCAP and 
AIRSCARF, which defy wind and weather when the roof is down.
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Not a cloud in sight.  
But it feels like you’re floating on one.

The optional AIR BODY CONTROL multi-chamber air suspension delivers unparalleled refinement. 
There is no more undisturbed, quiet and effortlessly superior way to enjoy your newly won  
independence. Or let yourself get carried away: use DYNAMIC SELECT to choose “Sport” or even 
“Sport+” mode, and experience cornering dynamics on a par with a sports car. Only the new 
E-Class Cabriolet can offer you this degree of artistic licence.
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360° experience as standard.
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Take it all in: the rubellite red metallic paintwork, the sparkling diamond radiator grille – the new 
E-Class Cabriolet shines like a precious jewel. Just look at how sublimely the exclusive paintwork  
iridesces in the sunlight. Turning from its reddish tint to almost black. A spectacle you can  
experience again and again each time the sun comes out.

Wait a moment! 
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Intelligence that gives free rein  
to your emotions.

The new E-Class has been developed to give you the option of semi-autonomous driving – in other words,  
it can assist the driver with accelerating, braking and steering. A car that can perceive possible danger  
and initiate important safety measures. A car that communicates with its peers to warn of traffic jams,  
for example. These are just a few of the ingredients that make up Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive – and 
they are all there for one reason: so that you, the occupants, can experience every trip and every ray of 
sunlight even more intensely and with an even greater feeling of relaxation.
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No sooner have we closed the new E-Class Cabriolet than the Coupé draws us  
under its spell. A textbook Gran Turismo. Its uniquely graceful roofline merges 
flowingly into the athletic rear end. This creates modern, breathtaking aesthetics. 

The new E-Class Coupé.  
The next icon.
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Perfect proportions and sensual purity crown the new E-Class Coupé as a design classic. 
A unique technology package as a masterpiece of intelligence. The refined diamond 
radiator grille and the optional MULTIBEAM LED headlamps shine way out in front: no 
other coupé displays this combination of dynamism, comfort and safety on the road  
in equal measure.

Magnetically attracts your gaze.
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Black and white stands for a coming together of extremes. In the case of the E-Class Coupé, these  
are distinctive design, sportiness and exclusivity. Many of the components that make up the optional 
Night package are finished in black. When contrasted with glistening paintwork in designo diamond 
white bright, they make for a thrilling spectacle.

Contrasts – they make people interesting  
and coupés irresistible.
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Once the windows are lowered and the optional panoramic sliding sunroof is open, 
you can experience the E-Class Coupé in all its intensity. It’s an almost cabriolet-like 
atmosphere. Moreover, the understated interior impresses with its precise measure  
of refined sportiness. 

Framelessly elegant.
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Drive code: sporty and elegant.
Be it comfortable Gran Turismo or agile athlete – your fingertips dictate how the E-Class Coupé 
performs. As an alternative to the AIR BODY CONTROL air suspension system, DYNAMIC BODY 
CONTROL adjustable steel suspension is available as an option. Activate “Sport+” mode and let 
yourself be carried away by sporty, engaging handling and crisp gear changes.
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From one of the most sophisticated Euro 6 diesel engines to the sporty V6 biturbo engine –  
the new E-Class Coupé offers the ideal drive system to suit any persuasion. When 4MATIC  
all-wheel drive is on board as well, the engine power is planted onto the road with even greater 
aplomb – where it is converted into adrenaline instantaneously.

What’s under the bonnet  
also gets under your skin.
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In keeping with the tradition of exclusive Gran Turismos, the new E-Class Coupé offers every comfort 
and plenty of space for touring in four fully-fledged seats. Immerse yourself in the modern luxury of 
Mercedes-Benz. The interior exudes quality – just one look at the air vents with their exclusive turbine 
look or the optional Widescreen Cockpit comprising two 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) displays confirms this.  
It opens up a fascinating digital world for you.

Invitation to a fascinating world.
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The expressive coupé lines and the powerful tail end are not just visually inspiring, they  
also embody outstanding aerodynamics by enhancing efficiency, optimising roadholding and  
preventing annoying wind noise.

Chapeau, Coupé!
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Our world in your hands.
www.mercedes.me – it’s all about you. Discover a world of fascinating services, products and  
innovations that will simplify and enrich your life. Coming straight to you in digital form. And turning  
our world into your world.
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All our connectivity and mobility services plus a host of other fascinating features – all in one  
place and exclusively for you. That’s Mercedes me. Register free of charge today and make the world 
of Mercedes-Benz your very own at your convenience – on your PC or laptop or in mobile mode  
via tablet, smartphone or smartwatch. And because your life is forever changing, our services are also 
continually evolving. Join us now at: www.mercedes.me/welcome

Looking for individual inspiration in real life, too? The Mercedes me Stores are a fascinating  
phenomenon worldwide – in Beijing, Moscow and Hamburg, for example.

Life can be so fascinating when you’re fully connected.
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Mercedes me connect connects you with your vehicle – 
and your vehicle with the whole world. A comprehensive 
range of convenient connectivity services relating to all 
areas of your vehicle supports you, ensuring greater safety, 
closer contact and an even more fascinating driving expe-
rience. It’s reassuring to stay connected all the time while 
you’re on the move. Mercedes me connect includes 
Standard Services, which are able to provide you with auto-
matic support in the event of a breakdown or an accident, 
as well as Remote Online Services – the option enabling 
vehicle settings to be carried out by smartphone – and 
lots more.

Mercedes me inspire offers special brand experiences 
and an opportunity to engage in an inspiring dialogue. 
We aim to share our ideas with you, and we would like to 
know your ideas and wishes. So that we can always offer 
you the best solutions. A community is available to this end, 
and you will also find a growing range of offerings and 
experiences which go beyond the traditional vehicle-related 
topics – from areas such as events, travel and lifestyle.

1 Depending on market availability.

Mercedes me move offers access to intelligent mobility 
solutions: car2go is the pioneer and global market leader in 
free-floating car sharing, the moovel mobility app pools 
the offerings from various mobility providers to find the ideal 
route from A to B. With the mytaxi app you can order a 
taxi, track its approach live and pay for your journey in a 
convenient manner. Mercedes-Benz Rent offers vehicles  
to suit all occasions for short- or long-term rental from an 
authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer near you. Blacklane 
enables you to book a chauffeur-driven limousine, FlixBus 
offers inexpensive, comfortable and environment-friendly 
trips on long-distance coaches.

Mercedes me assist makes easy work of organising 
maintenance for your vehicle, providing a convenient online 
means of locating a Mercedes-Benz dealer in your neigh-
bourhood and arranging a service appointment. The digital 
service report keeps you up to date on performed service 
work at all times. The report is available to you online just 
one day after a service. In addition to the current service 
report, you can also view your vehicle’s complete service 
history and service intervals, and you can print out this  
information whenever required.

Mercedes me finance offers you various routes to your 
vehicle of choice. Mercedes-Benz Bank/Mercedes-Benz 
Financial Services finds the ideal leasing, financing and  
insurance solution together with you – tailored to your needs. 
Our leasing products enable you to drive the latest models  
at all times while enjoying maximum flexibility, as you pay not 
for acquisition of the vehicle, but only for its use. You also 
benefit from attractive monthly instalments. Our financing 
arrangements let you pay for your new Mercedes-Benz in  
a way that suits your personal budget. You can tailor your 
monthly instalments to your needs by deciding on an  
appropriate down-payment and term for your contract. Our 
individual insurance solutions offer reliable protection  
for your budget and your vehicle on attractive terms. Once 
a contract is in place, you can conveniently manage your  
finance applications online.1
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Our service: the perfect fit for your Mercedes.
Beyond the car itself, you also acquire something priceless – an exclusive partnership with Mercedes-Benz. For you, this 
means safety, independence and motoring free of any worries. In other words: the reassuring feeling of driving a Mercedes.

1  Our general terms and conditions apply. The period of validity is extended after each service carried out by an authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner until the due date for the next service – up to  
a maximum of 30 years after initial registration. 2 Roaming charges may apply when calling from abroad.

The best for your Mercedes. Nobody knows your  
Mercedes better than our experienced specialists at the 
Mercedes-Benz workshops. The comprehensive range of 
services and the high standard of quality ensure that your 
vehicle is in top condition. We use proven Mercedes-Benz 
GenuineParts and special tools to this end.

The best for you. Motoring free of any worries right from 
the word go: with the tailor-made Mercedes-Benz Service 
Contracts. These offer you the benefits of a reliable basis for 
long-term planning, permanent control over costs, fixed 
monthly rates, cost transparency and ideal protection from 
additional workshop costs. 

m FIND OUT MORE 

For the full information on Mercedes-Benz Service Contracts, go to 
www.mercedes-benz.com/servicevertraege – or ask your authorised 
Mercedes-Benz dealer to draw up an individual offer for you.

The best for your mobility. The Mercedes-Benz Mobilo1 
mobility solution provides for motoring free of any worries 
throughout Europe – covering breakdowns, accidents, 
minor mishaps and vandalism. The benefits offered by Mobilo 
include on-the-spot assistance, a replacement vehicle, 
towing and overnight hotel accommodation, for example. 
Mobilo comes free of charge for the first two years after  
initial registration and can subsequently be renewed each 
time the vehicle is serviced by an authorised service 
partner, for a period of up to 30 years in all. Whenever 
you need assistance, you can reach us free of charge 
throughout Europe on 00800 1 777 77772.
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What would motorsport be without Mercedes-Benz?
The first vehicle ever to win an automobile race was powered by a Daimler engine. The first  
Mercedes was a racing car. The Silver Arrows – a true legend. Mercedes-Benz has a long tradition 
of involvement with the world of sport. Motorsport shapes the brand and every vehicle bearing  
the Mercedes star to this day. Discover the brand’s unique history first-hand: at the Mercedes-Benz 
Museum in Stuttgart. 

m FIND OUT MORE 

Discover just what has been moving the world for over  
130 years and take a journey through time as well as through 
the history of the automobile at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. 
More than 1500 exhibits await you on 16,500 m2 of floorspace, 
including unique gems such as the oldest surviving Mercedes 
from 1902 or the legendary gull-wing models. Welcome to a 
place of innovation:
www.mercedes-benz.com/museum
www.facebook.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.instagram.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
www.twitter.com/mb_museum
www.google.com/+mercedesbenzmuseum
www.youtube.com/mercedesbenzmuseum
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m FIND OUT MORE 

Fascinating Formula 1 goes multimedia: 
www.facebook.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.twitter.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.youtube.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.google.com/+MercedesAMGF1
www.instagram.com/MercedesAMGF1
www.MercedesAMGF1.com
www.mercedes-benz.com/motorsport

What would Mercedes-Benz be without motorsport?

Mercedes-Benz F1 W07 Hybrid, 2016 season.

3 June 1934 marked the beginning of the Silver Arrows legend in the International Eifel Race at  
the Nürburgring. Today this legend is more alive than ever: in 2016 the Silver Arrows works team 
MERCEDES AMG PETRONAS won the Formula-1 constructors’ and drivers’ titles for the third  
year in a row, making history by winning 19 of the 21 Grand Prix races. In a spectacular finale in 
the desert city of Abu Dhabi, Nico Rosberg secured his first world championship title in his  
Mercedes-Benz F1 W07 Hybrid. The value of these successes extends way beyond the race track: 
every mile raced advances the development of lightweight materials and hybrid technology,  
among other things, for series production.
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Experience Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive  
and follow the new E-Class.

Milestones on the road to autonomous driving.

Thanks to the intelligent combination of highly sophisticated driving 
assistance systems – bundled in the optional Driving Assistance  
package – the new E-Class Coupé and Cabriolet can maintain the  
correct distance to the vehicle in front automatically when driving  
in the city, on country roads or on motorways as well as follow it at 
speeds of up to 210 km/h. 

This system – the Active Distance Pilot DISTRONIC – is one of the 
highlights of Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive development. A wealth  
of other innovations assist the driver with staying in lane, changing 
lanes, obeying speed limits, emergency braking and in traffic jams, for 
instance. These systems relieve driver strain in almost every traffic  
situation so that you arrive at your destination feeling far more relaxed.

All the information about the equipment packages and their components 
is available online at www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com

The new-generation  
Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. 
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Like floating on air: AIR BODY CONTROL.
The optional multi-chamber air suspension system works in unison with continuously-variable damping control to ensure  
an exceptionally high standard of ride comfort and driving dynamics. The damping at each wheel is adapted to the current 
driving situation and road surface condition. This is done rapidly and precisely using separate valves for the compression 
and rebound of the dampers. The occupants enjoy a soft basic suspension set-up and the secure feeling of high driving 
stability as speed increases. A harder spring rate, for example when cornering and braking, effectively reduces rolling 
movements. Via DYNAMIC SELECT, AIR BODY CONTROL can be made more comfortable or sporty in the stages “Comfort”, 
“Sport” and “Sport+”.

DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL

The optional DYNAMIC BODY CONTROL allows adjustable damping 
on the steel suspension, too. The damping effect of the shock  
absorbers is increased in “Sport” and “Sport+” modes. The harder 
suspension configuration allows a more dynamic driving style with  
a still high level of comfort, even on long journeys. 



One button, five driving modes: DYNAMIC SELECT. 
THE PRE-PROGRAMMED DYNAMIC SELECT DRIVING MODES

“Comfort”: well-balanced and fuel-efficient.

“Sport”: more agility and dynamism with more direct steering  
ratio, sportily taut suspension tuning (depending on equipment), 
spontaneous throttle response and modified shift points.

“Sport+”: the suspension (depending on equipment) and the drive 
system are even more dynamically tuned.

“Eco”: adjustment of the accelerator pedal characteristics and 
shift points to minimise fuel consumption.

Decidedly comfortable, extremely sporty or sparing on fuel – with the DYNAMIC SELECT driving modes you can change the 
driving experience to suit your needs. There are five driving modes in all: “Comfort”, “Sport”, “Sport+”, “Individual” and 
“Eco”, which the driver can select using a rocker switch on the centre console. In addition to the four preconfigured driving 
modes, the driver can define his or her own preferred driving characteristics almost without restrictions in “Individual” 
mode. This makes it possible, for example, to combine light and comfortable steering with a sporty drive setting.
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1  E 200 Coupé has a 6-speed manual transmission as standard, 9G-TRONIC available as optional extra.

THE ENGINE RANGE

Diesel: 

E 220 d with an output of 143 kW (194 hp) and a peak torque  
of 400 Nm

E 220 d 4MATIC with an output of 143 kW (194 hp) and a peak 
torque of 400 Nm (Coupé)

Petrol:

E 200 with an output of 135 kW (184 hp) and a peak torque  
of 300 Nm

E 200 4MATIC with an output of 135 kW (184 hp) and a peak 
torque of 300 Nm (Coupé)

E 300 with an output of 180 kW (245 hp) and a peak torque  
of 370 Nm

E 400 4MATIC with an output of 245 kW (333 hp) and a peak 
torque of 480 Nm

Multi-spark ignition. Says it all. 
With its sports-car-like performance, the E 400 4MATIC 
with V6 biturbo engine is sure to set any motorist’s heart 
racing, while highly sophisticated petrol injection makes 
for equally astonishing fuel consumption. The multi-spark 
ignition is able to generate up to four further sparks within  
a millisecond after the first spark, meaning that the mixture 
always ignites as efficiently as possible. Like all the other 
drive system variants, the E 400 4MATIC is equipped with 
a 9-speed automatic transmission1 as standard. 

9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic transmission.

With nine forward gears, 9G-TRONIC allows efficiency, 
comfort and dynamism at the highest level. The wider ratio 
spread allows a reduction in engine speed. Performance 
remains excellent, while ride comfort is enhanced and noise 
levels are reduced. Faster gear changes allow even more 
spontaneity and agility. At the same time, 9G-TRONIC im-
presses with its smooth shifting. As 9G-TRONIC is able  
to skip individual gears, multiple downshifts are possible 
for fast and powerful sprints.

4MATIC permanent all-wheel drive.

Excellent handling characteristics even in difficult road 
conditions – thanks to the 4MATIC permanent all-wheel 
drive available for the Coupé and the Cabriolet. When 
driving in the wet, ice or snow, 4MATIC improves traction, 
handling dynamics and driving stability. Specific braking 
force is applied on the wheels with insufficient traction, while 
the drive torque is increased on the wheels offering good 
traction. The constant 45 : 55 power distribution between 
the front and rear axles guarantees effortlessly superior 
and always predictable handling. 4MATIC is available for the 
E-Class Cabriolet for the first time – for sheer open-top 
driving pleasure all year round.
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Still the best form of control:  
intuition. 

EASY TO USE AND EASY TO SEE

The optionally available COMAND Online multimedia system with 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) display 
leaves virtually nothing to be desired in terms of infotainment, navigation and communication. 
The hard-disc navigation guides you rapidly to your destination with the help of Live Traffic  
Information1 (traffic information delivered in real time). With the voice-operated control system 
LINGUATRONIC, the infotainment system and some of the vehicle functions can be operated 
while driving with as little distraction as possible.

The functions of the multimedia system can be controlled intuitively with the optional touchpad 
using one or two-finger gestures (multitouch). It supplements voice control and the Controller 
as an input option and is integrated into the latter’s handrest.

The information on the instrument cluster can be presented more variably on the instrument 
display of the optional Widescreen Cockpit. Its high-resolution display, 31.2 cm (12.3-inch) 
screen diagonal and three selectable display styles bring the vehicle functions to life even 
more vividly.

1  Three months free of charge; free use for a full three-year term only available after setting up a Mercedes me  
user account and accepting the general and special Terms of Use.

With innovative touchpads, displays and new networking options, the 
control and display concept raises the bar. Vehicle functions are 
brought to life even more vividly thanks to high-resolution visualisations 
and animations. The key features of the control and display system are 
the Touch Control buttons in the control clusters on the multifunction 
steering wheel, the optional Widescreen Cockpit and the optional 
Head-up Display. The latter shows important information without 
distracting the driver’s attention from the traffic situation. To this  
end, a virtual image measuring approx. 21 x 7 cm is projected into the 
driver’s line of vision.
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Park like a pro.
The optional Remote Parking Pilot (available for the E-Class Coupé)  
allows you to move the car into and out of parking spaces and garages. 
It offers the advantage that the driver can conveniently get out of the  
vehicle before steering it into tight parking spaces or narrow garages. 
This can be especially useful for people with restricted mobility or  
for parents with children. Some additional equipment and a suitable 
smartphone are required to use the Remote Parking Pilot. Your 
Mercedes-Benz dealer will be happy to advise you.

The optional Parking Pilot with PARKTRONIC makes it much easier 
to find and select a parking space and also to enter or leave parallel 
and end-on parking spaces or garages. The Parking Pilot with 360° 
camera sends a realistic image to the multimedia system’s display.

FURTHER CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS

The permanently installed SIM card of the LTE communication module enables the vehicle 
to connect to the Internet extremely quickly and reliably. It is used for the Mercedes-Benz 
emergency call system, Live Traffic Information1 and all the other Mercedes me connect services. 

Simply place down and charge – with the wireless charging system no plug connectors are 
necessary. Mobile devices which support the Qi standard can be charged on the charging surface.

The digital vehicle key in the mobile phone can be used to lock, unlock and start the vehicle. 
The access and drive authorisation system operates based on Near Field Communication (NFC). 
A conventional vehicle key is no longer necessary. Likewise via NFC, a connection is quickly 
established between the multimedia system and mobile phone by touching the touchpoint on 
the “NFC” logo on the centre console.
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MORE FOR THE SENSES

Art for all the senses: the interior can be fragranced to individual 
taste with the optional AIR-BALANCE package. Depending on 
personal preference, there is a choice of high-grade fragrances – 
DAYBREAK MOOD, a tantalising fragrance reminiscent of fresh 
morning dew, was designed specifically for the E-Class Coupé and 
Cabriolet. In addition, the air quality can be improved by ionisation 
and optimised filtering of the incoming and recirculating air.

Deeply moving high-end sound.
The E-Class Coupé comes with the option of a Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system – for a unique listening 
experience. 23 specially designed speakers with membranes made of fibreglass fabric, 25 amplifier channels with a  
system output of up to 1450 watts as well as technologies developed exclusively for the vehicle guarantee unprecedented 
listening enjoyment. With the 3D surround sound system, passengers are able to experience and enjoy a 3D reproduction 
of both stereo and multi-channel formats in the vehicle. This effect is made possible with the help of the four speakers 
integrated into the roof lining. To suit personal tastes, individual sound settings can be made with the five sound presets 
“Pure”, “Easy Listening”, “Live”, “Surround” and “3D Surround”. 

The Burmester® surround sound system is available as an optional extra for both the Coupé and the Cabriolet. 
13 high-performance speakers as well as electronics and acoustic features tailored specifically to the vehicle make for 
the first-class Burmester sound. The surround function and the sound optimisation for the front and rear seats make 
for an even more intensive listening experience.
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Lights off. Ambience on.
Climb in and feel at home – with its indirect light, the optional ambient lighting creates an unrivalled sense of well-being 
in the interior. At night in particular, it highlights the lines as well as the qualities of the interior design and conveys a 
feeling of comfort thanks to a generous sense of spaciousness. 64 different colours are available to achieve the desired 
lighting mood. The ambient lighting is based fully on LED technology and can be conveniently controlled, dimmed in five 
stages or switched off via the multimedia system. It switches on when the doors are opened, welcoming the passengers 
on board.

MORE FOR YOUR WELL-BEING

The optionally available Acoustic Comfort package (Coupé)  
includes laminated safety glass with acoustic film and infrared-
absorbing film as well as additional panelling and seals. For  
an exceptionally quiet ride and outstanding thermal insulation.

On cold days, the optional Warmth Comfort package rapidly 
warms all the surfaces with which the driver and front passenger 
come into contact. The armrests on the centre console (in  
conjunction with 9G-TRONIC) and the front doors can be heated 
in addition to the seats.
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THE HIGHEST DESIGN ASPIRATIONS

Breathtaking cabriolet design with puristic forms and exclusive sports-car 
components.

Perfectly proportioned side design with lowerable side windows when the soft 
top is up or down.

Optionally available light-alloy wheels up to 50.8 cm (20 inches).

The fully automatic, fabric acoustic soft top ensures extraordinarily quiet operation and climate comfort at 
the highest level. The hands-free system allows you to talk on the phone whilst driving and still hear what is being 
said, even at speeds of over 200 km/h. The roof can be opened and closed when the car is on the move – up  
to a speed of 50 km/h. The controls for opening and closing the fabric acoustic soft top are positioned between 
armrest and touchpad. The fabric acoustic soft top is available as standard in black, dark brown, dark blue or 
dark red.

Quiet, please. 
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THE PINNACLE OF OPEN-TOP DRIVING COMFORT

In conjunction with the optional Warmth Comfort package for the driver, 
front passenger and rear passengers, the seat heating brings the rear seats 
up to a pleasant temperature in next to no time on cold days.

The optional leather or nappa leather upholstery is available in a wide range 
of appointments colours. The standard-fit sun-reflecting coating on the leather 
stops the surface from heating up so much in the sun.

The optional Cabriolet Comfort package extends the open-top driving season throughout the entire year:  
the AIRSCARF neck-level heating enables open-top motoring to be enjoyed at low temperatures, too. Warm air 
issuing from outlets in the head restraints is ‘wrapped’ around the necks of the driver and front passenger like 
an invisible scarf. The AIRCAP automatic draught-stop reduces turbulence in the interior of the vehicle for the 
front and rear occupants. When the AIRCAP switch is pressed, a wind louvre on the windscreen automatically 
pops up, and the draught-stop between the rear head restraints extends upwards. In addition, the fully automatic 
boot separator makes operating the soft top even more convenient.

Now it can be summer all the time.
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THE FINEST FACETS OF THE E-CLASS COUPÉ

Fully fledged 4-seater with exceptionally roomy feel and plenty of space front 
and rear.

Stylishly sporty design elements such as air vents with turbine look and front 
seats with integral-seat look.

Unique side design with high beltline as well as continuous window surface 
without B-pillars with frameless side windows. 

Two-piece LED tail lamps with crystal look and Mercedes star in the boot lid.

The sportiness of the new E-Class Coupé extends into the boot. Thanks to the variable through-loading feature, 
including the option of folding down the centre element on its own, it is possible to stow even long items such 
as skis. The rear seat backrests are 40/20/40 split-folding as standard.

With its large glass surfaces, the optional panoramic sliding sunroof creates a light and welcoming ambience. 
An electric sunblind provides shade in strong sunlight. In the raised position, the glass roof automatically adjusts 
to three tilt positions to suit the current vehicle speed. It is lowered when driving at high speed to reduce the 
noise level and air circulation in the interior. Furthermore, the electronic ignition key can be used to activate the 
“summer opening” and “convenience closing” functions.

Great space.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AVANTGARDE LINE AT A GLANCE

Dynamic front bumper with chrome trim and air intakes with diamond lattice

Diamond radiator grille with black pins, chrome surround, integral Mercedes star 
and a single louvre in matt iridium silver with chrome inserts

45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey with 
a high-sheen finish (option, as illustrated)

AGILITY CONTROL suspension with lowering function

Beltline trim strip in polished aluminium

Sporty seats featuring an integral-seat look with horizontal quilting on the 
seat surfaces

Upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather/Norwich fabric in black 

3-spoke multifunction steering wheel in nappa leather, with Touch Control 
buttons and galvanised shift paddles

Light crystal-grain aluminium trim and centre console in black piano-lacquer look

Beltlines and door centre panels with soft finish in black 

AVANTGARDE. 
Dynamically elegant.
The standard AVANTGARDE exterior is timelessly modern 
right down to the last detail. This includes large light-alloy 
wheels, a diamond radiator grille with black badge, and 
design elements in chrome and aluminium. The lowered 
AGILITY CONTROL suspension emphasises the sporty look.
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Hallmark AMG characteristics lend this design and  
equipment line extra sportiness and exclusivity. Thrilling 
interior highlights include the multifunction sports  
steering wheel with a flattened bottom section, upholstery 
in ARTICO man-made leather/DINAMICA microfibre  
in black, AMG sports pedals, AMG floor mats and ambient 
lighting. On the outside, AMG light-alloy wheels and  
AMG bodystyling all round create a powerful, sporty look.

The AMG Line. Sportily expressive.
EXTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

AMG front apron with chrome trim, sporty and distinctive air intakes with  
side louvres, AMG side sill panels, and AMG rear apron in diffuser look with 
chrome trim strip 

Diamond radiator grille with pins in chrome and integral Mercedes star

48.3 cm (19-inch) AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted titanium grey 
with a high-sheen finish (large image)

Broad matt aluminium trim strip around the soft-top compartment lid and 
beltline trim strip (Cabriolet) 

INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

Upholstery in ARTICO man-made leather/DINAMICA microfibre in black

3-spoke multifunction sports steering wheel in black nappa leather with  
flattened bottom section, Touch Control buttons and galvanised shift paddles

Dashboard upper section in black ARTICO man-made leather with topstitching

AMG sports pedals in brushed stainless steel with black rubber studs

AMG floor mats in black with “AMG” lettering

Ambient lighting with 64 light colours 
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Your measure of all things. 
The optional extras.
The E-Class epitomises our aspirations for a car that  
represents the best in even the minutest details. Featuring 
an exclusive selection of equipment options designed  
to celebrate the concept of modern luxury. Find your own 
way to express yourself – in this brochure, the price list  
or online. You can configure your new E-Class to your exact 
requirements at www.mercedes-benz.com.

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE

1   The MULTIBEAM LED headlamps enable continuous main beam without 
dazzling other road users. Individually controlled LEDs precisely mask  
out other vehicles and at the same time illuminate the surroundings in  
light which is almost as bright as daylight. Another design highlight:  
blue-illuminated highlights in the headlamp. 

2   The adaptive windscreen wiper system MAGIC VISION CONTROL provides 
the driver with the best possible visibility even during the wiping process. The 
washer fluid is sprayed directly in front of the wiper blades and wiped away 
without delay. The heating system effectively lowers the risk of icing-up.

3   KEYLESS-GO access and drive authorisation system including KEYLESS-GO 
starting function, convenience opening and closing plus door handles with 
chrome inserts.

4   Reverse parking and manoeuvring is considerably easier and safer using 
the reversing camera. It is switched on automatically when the driver  
selects reverse gear, and shows the driver the area behind the vehicle with 
dynamic guide lines on the media display.
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Looking good in black:  
the Night package. 
With its black highlights, the optional Night package 
brings even higher levels of sportiness and expressiveness 
to the exterior and provides an additional individualisation 
option.

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE

Front bumper with high-gloss black trim in conjunction with AVANTGARDE 
exterior

AMG front apron with high-gloss black trim in conjunction with AMG Line  
exterior

Diamond radiator grille with integral Mercedes star and single louvre in 
high-gloss black

45.7 cm (18-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with  
a high-sheen finish, optional 48.3 cm (19-inch) 6-spoke light-alloy wheels 
painted black with a high-sheen finish with mixed-size tyres (in conjunction 
with AVANTGARDE exterior)

48.3 cm (19-inch) AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted high-gloss 
black with a high-sheen finish with mixed-size tyres, optional 50.8 cm (20-inch) 
AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels painted high-gloss black with a high-sheen 
finish (in conjunction with AMG Line exterior)

Exterior mirror housings in high-gloss black

Beltline trim strip and window weatherstrip in high-gloss black

Heat-insulating dark-tinted glass for rear side windows and rear windscreen
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The designo interior.
Exclusivity chosen intuitively. The optional designo interior 
rolls out a very special ambience in the new E-Class Coupé 
and E-Class Cabriolet. Its highlights include the sporty  
integral-look seats with upholstery in fine designo nappa 
leather – two-tone in macchiato beige/tizian red or black/
titanium grey pearl – with a diamond design, perforations in 
the seat surfaces and coloured topstitching, distinguished 
by the “designo” badge. The armrests and the beltlines are 
likewise upholstered in high-quality leather. 

Unique, refined details include the open-pore light brown 
elm wood or open-pore black ash wood trim, or as  
options designo flowing lines magnolia wood in brown or,  
for example, designo flowing lines piano lacquer in black.

HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE

Sporty integral-look seats with seat back and cushion in a diamond design 
with perforations

Upholstery in designo nappa leather in macchiato beige with topstitching

Dashboard upper section and beltlines in designo nappa leather in tizian red 
with topstitching

Armrests in the doors and on the centre console in designo nappa leather in 
macchiato beige with topstitching

Roof liner in macchiato beige fabric

3-spoke multifunction steering wheel in nappa leather in macchiato beige 
with topstitching

Ambient lighting with 64 light colours
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Genuine accessories.
The unique sensation of driving a Mercedes-Benz can  
be enhanced still further through your choice of genuine 
accessories. Each and every accessory product has  
been specially developed for the new E-Class. Explore the 
full range at www.mercedes-benz-accessories.com

ACCESSORY HIGHLIGHTS

1   Making your star shine brightly. The star centred in the radiator grille of 
your Mercedes lights up courtesy of fibre-optic and LED technology when 
the vehicle is unlocked by remote control, and when a door or the boot  
lid is opened. Only functions when engine is switched off, not available in 
conjunction with DISTRONIC.

2   The black exterior mirror housings help create a unique, sporty and  
dynamic look – two-piece set.

3   The rear spoiler is an add-on part fixed to the boot lid which accentuates 
the rear spoiler lip without being ostentatious. A high-quality base coat 
makes the paint finish in the desired colour possible. No entry in vehicle 
documents required.

4   48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium  
silver with a high-sheen finish, for 245/40 R 19 XL tyres. Also optional for 
the rear axle with 245/35 R 19 XL tyres.

5   48.3 cm (19-inch) 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with 
a high-sheen finish, for 245/40 R 19 XL tyres. Also optional for the rear 
axle with 275/35 R 19 XL tyres.
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R43 22RR0725R

We reinvented the automobile, 
now we’ve perfected the wheels. 
So you should find it easier  
than ever to find a rim that’s in 
line with your expectations for 
your new E-Class. Let yourself be 
inspired by this selection:

Wheels. STANDARD EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONAL EXTRAS

25R 10-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium silver, 
with 225/55 R 17 tyres (standard for AVANTGARDE 
exterior in conjunction with 4-cylinder engines)

02R 5-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium silver, 
with 225/55 R 17 tyres (option in conjunction with 
AVANTGARDE exterior)

R07 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted vanadium 
silver, with 225/55 R 17 tyres (option in conjunction 
with AVANTGARDE exterior)

R24 5-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey 
with a high-sheen finish, with 225/55 R 17 tyres 
(option in conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

R43 10-spoke light-alloy wheels painted himalayas grey 
with a high-sheen finish, with 225/55 R 17 tyres 
(option in conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

R10 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with  
a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R 18 tyres (part 
of AVANTGARDE exterior in conjunction with Night 
package; for Coupé only)

22R 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/45 R 18 
front tyres and 275/40 R 18 rear tyres (option in 
conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

48R 5-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite grey 
with a high-sheen finish, with 245/40 R 19 tyres 
(option in conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)
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RTD RVQR97 R98

m FURTHER WHEELS

can be found in our accessories range at
www.mercedes-benz-accessories.com 

AMG

RTD AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted titanium 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/40 R 19 
front tyres and 275/35 R 19 rear tyres (standard 
in conjunction with AMG Line exterior)

RTE AMG 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted  
high-gloss black with a high-sheen finish, with 
245/40 R 19 front tyres and 275/35 R 19  
rear tyres (option; also part of the Night package  
in conjunction with AMG Line for the Coupé)

R97 10-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite  
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/40 R 19 
front tyres and 275/35 R 19 rear tyres (option  
in conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

R83 6-spoke light-alloy wheels painted black with a 
high-sheen finish, with 245/40 R 19 front tyres and 
275/35 R 19 rear tyres (option in conjunction  
with AVANTGARDE exterior)

R98 5-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels painted tremolite 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/35 R 20 
front tyres and 275/30 R 20 rear tyres (option in 
conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

17R Multi-spoke light-alloy wheels painted himalayas 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/35 R 20 
front tyres and 275/30 R 20 rear tyres (option in 
conjunction with AVANTGARDE exterior)

RVQ AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels painted titanium 
grey with a high-sheen finish, with 245/35 R 20 
front tyres and 275/30 R 20 rear tyres (option) 

RVR AMG multi-spoke light-alloy wheels painted  
high-gloss black with a high-sheen finish,  
with 245/35 R 20 front tyres and 275/30 R 20 
rear tyres (option)
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Cabriolet dimensions.

All dimensions in millimetres. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to the standard-specification, unladen E 200.
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Technical data for Cabriolet.

1  Information on rated output and rated torque in accordance with Directive (EC) No. 595/2009 in the currently applicable version. 2 Electronically governed. 3 The figures shown for fuel consumption and CO2 emissions were obtained 
in accordance with the prescribed measuring process (§2 Nos. 5, 6, 6a Pkw-EnVKV (German ordinance on fuel efficiency labelling for passenger cars) as amended. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute 
part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. Figures will vary according to the wheels/tyres fitted. 4 Valid within the European Union only. Details may vary from country 
to country. 5 Calculated on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Only valid for the Federal Republic of Germany. 6 Figures according to Directive 2007/46/EC in the currently applicable 
version. 7 Kerb weight figures according to Directive 92/21/EC in the currently applicable version (kerb weight with fuel tank 90% full, driver, 68 kg, and luggage, 7 kg) for standard-specification vehicles. Optional extras and accessories 
will generally increase this figure and reduce the payload capacity accordingly. Further technical data can be found at www.mercedes-benz.com

The best for the engine:
Genuine Mercedes-Benz engine oils.

Diesel engine Petrol engines

E 220 d E 200 E 300 E 400 4MATIC

Cylinder arrangement/number In-line/4 In-line/4 In-line/4 V/6

Displacement (cc) 1950 1991 1991 2996

Rated output1 (kW (hp) at rpm) 143 (194)/3800 135 (184)/5500 180 (245)/5500 245 (333)/5250–6000

Rated torque1 (Nm at rpm) 400/1600–2800 300/1200–4000 370/1300–4000 480/1600–4000

Transmission 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 7.7 8.1 6.6 5.5

Top speed (km/h) 237 234 2502 2502

Front tyres/wheels 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 245/45 R 18

Rear tyres/wheels 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 245/45 R 18

Fuel Diesel Premium petrol Super Plus petrol Premium petrol

Fuel consumption3 (l/100 km)
Urban
Extra-urban
Combined

5.1–4.8
4.7–4.0
4.9–4.3

8.6–8.1
5.9–5.2
6.9–6.2

9.2–8.8
6.2–5.7
7.2–6.8

11.4–11.2
6.9–6.6
8.6–8.3

Combined CO2 emissions3 (g/km) 126–113 157–142 167–154 194–187

Emission class4/efficiency class5 Euro 6/A+ Euro 6/B Euro 6/B Euro 6/C

Tank capacity (optional)/incl reserve (l) 50 (66)/7.0 50 (66)/7.0 66/7.0 66/7.0

Boot capacity6 (VDA) (l) 310–385 310–385 310–385 310–385

Kerb weight7/payload (kg) 1830/505 1755/495 1780/495 1935/480

Perm GVW (kg) 2335 2250 2275 2415 
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Coupé dimensions.

All dimensions in millimetres. The dimensions shown are mean values and apply to the standard-specification, unladen E 200.
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Technical data for Coupé.

1  Information on rated output and rated torque in accordance with Directive (EC) No. 595/2009 in the currently applicable version. 2 Electronically governed. 3 The figures shown for fuel consumption and CO2 emissions were obtained 
in accordance with the prescribed measuring process (§2 Nos. 5, 6, 6a Pkw-EnVKV (German ordinance on fuel efficiency labelling for passenger cars) as amended. The figures are not based on an individual vehicle and do not constitute 
part of the product offer; they are provided solely for purposes of comparison between different vehicle models. Figures will vary according to the wheels/tyres fitted. 4 Valid within the European Union only. Details may vary from country 
to country. 5 Calculated on the basis of the measured CO2 emissions, taking into account the mass of the vehicle. Only valid for the Federal Republic of Germany. 6 Figures according to Directive 2007/46/EC in the currently applicable 
version. 7 Kerb weight figures according to Directive 92/21/EC in the currently applicable version (kerb weight with fuel tank 90% full, driver, 68 kg, and luggage, 7 kg) for standard-specification vehicles. Optional extras and accessories 
will generally increase this figure and reduce the payload capacity accordingly. Further technical data can be found at www.mercedes-benz.com

The best for the engine:
Genuine Mercedes-Benz engine oils.

Diesel engines Petrol engines

E 220 d E 220 d 4MATIC E 200 E 200 E 200 4MATIC E 300 E 400 4MATIC

Cylinder arrangement/number In-line/4 In-line/4 In-line/4 In-line/4 In-line/4 In-line/4 V/6

Displacement (cc) 1950 1950 1991 1991 1991 1991 2996

Rated output1 (kW (hp) at rpm) 143 (194)/3800 143 (194)/3800 135 (184)/5500 135 (184)/5500 135 (184)/5500 180 (245)/5500 245 (333)/5250–6000

Rated torque1 (Nm at rpm) 400/1600–2800 400/1600–2800 300/1200–4000 300/1200–4000 300/1200–4000 370/1400–4000 480/1600–4000

Transmission 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 6-speed manual 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC 9G-TRONIC

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 7.4 7.6 8.4 7.8 8.0 6.4 5.3

Top speed (km/h) 242 239 242 240 235 2502 2502

Front tyres/wheels 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 245/45 R 18

Rear tyres/wheels 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 225/55 R 17 245/45 R 18

Fuel Diesel Diesel Premium petrol Premium petrol Premium petrol Super Plus petrol Premium petrol

Fuel consumption3 (l/100 km)
Urban
Extra-urban
Combined

5.1–4.5
4.2–3.7
4.6–4.0

5.8–5.3
5.0–4.4
5.3–4.8

9.1–8.5
5.9–5.4
7.1–6.5

8.4–7.9
5.7–5.0
6.7–6.0

9.2–8.7
6.6–6.1
7.5–7.0

8.9–8.4
5.9–5.3
7.0–6.4

11.2–11.0
6.7–6.4
8.4–8.1

Combined CO2 emissions3 (g/km) 119–106 137–126 159–147 151–136 170–158 160–147 189–183

Emission class4/efficiency class5 Euro 6/A+ Euro 6/A Euro 6/B Euro 6/B Euro 6/C Euro 6/B Euro 6/D

Tank capacity (optional)/incl reserve (l) 50 (66)/7.0 50 (66)/7.0 50 (66)/7.0 50 (66)/7.0 50 (66)/7.0 66/7.0 66/7.0

Boot capacity6 (VDA) (l) 425 425 425 425 425 425 425

Kerb weight7/payload (kg) 1735/565 1805/565 1645/535 1655/535 1735/535 1685/545 1845/515

Perm GVW (kg) 2300 2370 2180 2190 2270 2230 2360
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Upholstery and trim.

AVANTGARDE
ARTICO man-made leather/
Norwich fabric Nappa leather

Upholstery

201
204
205
211
215
297
301
601
801
805
811
815
895
897
951
955

Leather in black1

Leather in saddle brown/black1

Leather in macchiato beige/espresso brown1

Leather in black1

Leather in macchiato beige/yacht blue1

Two-tone leather in classic red/black1

ARTICO man-made leather/Norwich fabric in black2

ARTICO man-made leather/DINAMICA microfibre in black3

Nappa leather in black1

Nappa leather in macchiato beige/espresso brown1

Nappa leather in black1

Nappa leather in macchiato beige/yacht blue1

Two-tone nappa leather in deep white/black1

Two-tone nappa leather in classic red/black1

designo nappa leather in black/titanium grey pearl1

designo nappa leather in macchiato beige/tizian red1

Trim

H40
H64
H01
H05
H06
736
H16
H26

Light crystal-grain aluminium trim2, 3, 4

Metal-structure trim, centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728)1

High-gloss light brown Sen wood trim, centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728)1

Open-pore light brown elm wood trim, centre console in open-pore light brown elm wood (738)1, 5

High-gloss brown ash wood trim, centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728)1

Open-pore black ash wood trim, centre console in open-pore black ash wood (737)1, 6

designo flowing lines piano lacquer in black, centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728)1

designo flowing lines magnolia wood in brown, centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728)1

1  Optional extra. 2 Standard for AVANTGARDE. 3 Standard for AMG Line. 4 Centre console in black piano-lacquer look (728, standard in conjunction with 
AVANTGARDE or AMG Line) and optionally in open-pore black ash wood (737) or open-pore light brown elm wood (738). 5 Standard in conjunction with designo 
nappa leather in macchiato beige/tizian red (955). 6 Standard in conjunction with designo nappa leather in black/titanium grey pearl (951).

Leather
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AVANTGARDE/AMG Line
designo nappa leather Trim/centre console

AMG Line
ARTICO man-made leather/
DINAMICA microfibre Nappa leatherLeather
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740

741

744

746

Soft tops.

Soft-top colours

740
741
744
746

Fabric soft top in black
Fabric soft top in dark brown
Fabric soft top in dark blue
Fabric soft top in dark red
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799

996

040

149

197 890

296 988

660

775

989

992

Paintwork.

Non-metallic paints Metallic paints1 designo paints1

Non-metallic paints

040
149

black
polar white

Metallic paints1

197
296
660
775
890
988
989
992

obsidian black
aragonite silver
rubellite red2

iridium silver
cavansite blue
diamond silver3

emerald green
selenite grey

designo paints1

799
996

designo diamond white bright
designo hyacinth red metallic

1  Optional extra. 2 Only available for Cabriolet. 3 Available from 12/2017.  
For other, customised designo paint finishes, see your Mercedes-Benz dealer.
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Please note: changes may have been made to the product since going to print (07.04.2017). The manufacturer  
reserves the right during the delivery period to make changes to the design, form, colour or specification, provided 
these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the 
purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an 
order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may include accessories and optional extras which 
do not form part of the standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown, owing to the limitations 
of the printing process. This brochure is distributed internationally. Statements about legal and fiscal regulations and 
effects apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time this publication went to print. For current and more 
specific information in relation to the range of models, features, optional extras, colours and/or services available  
in your country, and their pricing, you should contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.
www.mercedes-benz.com

Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. We will be pleased to take back your E-Class Coupé or Cabriolet for environment-
friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union (EU) End-Of-Life Vehicle Directive – but that day lies a long 
way off. 

A network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers is available to make returning your vehicle as easy as possible 
for you. You are welcome to return your vehicle to one of these establishments free of charge. In so doing, you will be 
making a valuable contribution towards closing the recycling cycle and preserving resources. 

For further information about the recycling and disposal of end-of-life vehicles and take-back conditions, please visit 
your national Mercedes-Benz website.

Daimler AG, Mercedesstr. 137, 70327 Stuttgart, dialog@daimler.com, 6701 · 0421 · 02-00/0917

Mercedes-Benz is one of the founding partners of the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.
Since the foundation was established in 2000, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting and promoting the aims and 
values of this worldwide non-profit-making programme: to use social sports projects to improve the lives of children 
and young people who are disadvantaged or suffering from illness. Laureus has become a fundamental element  
of Mercedes-Benz’s social responsibility. Every new Mercedes is an ambassador embodying these values. In buying  
a Mercedes you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”.




